Press Release
Leading Utility Contractor INTREN Announces New CEO,
Board Leadership
JPS Executive, Kelly Tomblin, Named CEO

UNION, Ill., May 15 – INTREN announced that Loretta Rosenmayer, founder and CEO, will become Chairwoman of the Board of
INTREN and a new CEO will take the reins on daily leadership. Founding the company in 1988, Rosenmayer has continued to
lead a steady course to what has become one of the nation’s leading utility contractors.
Kelly Tomblin, President and Chief Executive Officer at Jamaica Public Service Company Ltd., will become the new CEO of
INTREN effective July 10, 2017.
“This evolution comes at an extraordinary time for INTREN”, said Rosenmayer. “Our momentum is strong, and our management
team and employees have built an exceptional company that is one of the most trusted and respected in the industry. I’m
confident Kelly is ideally positioned for her new role to continue our growth.”
Tomblin was chosen in a competitive selection process from a strong field of candidates. She is a highly impressive and
respected executive known for her ability to build diverse, meaningful cultures in a collaborative leadership style. As a recipient
of the prestigious 2016 Platt’s Global Energy CEO of the Year award, Kelly topped an impressive list of finalists leading
companies in the United States and around the world.
No stranger to the industry, Tomblin brings more than 25 years in the energy industry with experience in both competitive- and
vertically-integrated markets throughout the United States, U.K. and Latin America. At the helm of Jamaica Public Service
Company since 2012, Tomblin was responsible for introducing several groundbreaking initiatives and developments to the
organization. She successfully guided the energy company through a profound transformation and united her employees on one
vision: “to lead an energy revolution for the growth and prosperity of every Jamaican”.
“INTREN would not be what it is today without Loretta’s vision, leadership and unwavering commitment to high standards and
values,” said Tomblin. “I am honored to lead the INTREN team and continue the progress evolving before me.”
About INTREN:
For more than 25 years, INTREN has been an innovative solution partner, dedicated to building and maintaining the
infrastructure of the energy industry. The company’s culture of stewardship guides INTREN to care for others’ priorities as if
they were their own. Through an unwavering commitment to safety, integrity, customer focus and employee empowerment, the
company has succeeded in offering turnkey services to a long list of satisfied clients. As an industry leader, INTREN is proud to
serve many of the nation’s foremost utility companies, private contractors and developers, and municipalities and cooperatives.
For more about INTREN, visit INTREN.com.

